
YEAR 9 Photography and Digital Media

Introduction to Photography

Due Date: 9:00am Tuesday 5.04.22 Week 10 Assessment Name: Unit 1 Project 1
Grade:  A-E Weighting: 40%

Please note change to Assessment Grid

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED:
5.1 develops range and autonomy in selecting and applying photographic and digital conventions and procedures to
make photographic and digital works.
5.3 makes photographic and digital works informed by an understanding of how the frames affect meaning
5.6 selects appropriate procedures and techniques to make and refine photographic and digital works
5.9 uses the frames to make different interpretations of photographic and digital works
DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:
Develops: grow or cause to grow and become more mature, advanced, or elaborate
Make: to produce; cause to exist or happen
Select: to choose in preference to another or others, pick out
Use: to employ for some purpose, put into service, make use of

TASK DESCRIPTION: There are three parts to this assessment task: Part A is a poster and a series of digital
photography activities. Part B consists of a photographic case study (Stephen Dupont). Part C is your workbook. You
are required to complete all three sections of this task.

All work in this assessment task should be completed in class although you may work at home to complete activities
presented in class. Your Workbook needs to be well organised and maintained. All activities should be submitted on
Google Classroom.

Part A: Poster
Using Adobe Photoshop, submit the following Poster for assessment. This  activity will demonstrate your ability to
make various photographic works informed by how frames affect meaning. You will select appropriate procedures
and techniques to produce quality images.

1. Make an A3 (CMYK) poster using the Photoshop skills and techniques you have learned in class. Your poster

should communicate a chosen Global Issue and include a heading, a limited colour palette, information on

your chosen global issue and any other relevant elements of your choosing.

2. Take a variety of photographs that represent your chosen Global Issue. Select at least one photograph and

use Photoshop editing tools to embed the photograph within your poster.

Part B: Photographic Case Study of Stephen Dupont
Submit the following activities on photographer Stephen Dupont. Use the frames to make different interpretations
of photographic works.

- Complete ALARM document  focusing on an analysis that explores the photographer's work using the
subjective and structural frames
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o Identify 2 works
o Describe the emotion evident within the photographs
o Explain the idea behind each photograph
o Analyse through the structural frame, the photographers selection & use of materials, processes

and techniques
o Critically analyse the impact the photographer is having on society. Refer to ONE work.

Part C: Workbook
To develop your understanding of photographic and digital media techniques, document preparatory work
including Photoshop activities, photographs,  sketches, mind maps, research on global issues and written responses
/process notes in Visual Arts Process Diary. Document in your workbook, photographs that are not used on your
poster and any work that is not final quality.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:
All work in this assessment task should be completed in class although you may work at home to complete
activities. Your workbook needs to be well organised and maintained. Ensure any missed work is caught up and
presented in your workbook. (See teacher on return to complete set work)

Part A: Poster
Submit your poster ensuring it has the following:

1. Set up as an A3 CMYK document
2. Has a heading
3. At least one photograph of your own
4. Limited colour palette
5. Information
6. Any other relevant elements of your choosing - logo, text, graphics

Part B: Photographic Case Study of Stephen Dupont
Submit the ALARM analysis document

● Identify 2 works
● Describe the emotion evident within the photographs
● Explain the idea behind each photograph
● Analyse through the structural frame, the photographers selection & use of materials, processes and techniques
● Critically analyse the impact the photographer is having on society. Refer to ONE work.

Part C: Workbook
● Ensure all lead up work is presented in your Photographic Workbook with detailed process notes to

accompany each activity.
1. Process: what were you asked to do? Detailed, step by step.
2. Materials: what materials did you use?
3. Aim/purpose: why did you do the activity?
4. Judgement: was the activity successful? Did you like the outcome/result?

Document preparatory work, sketches, mind maps, research and written responses /process notes in Workbook.
Any work that is not final quality is documented in VAPD.
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part A Poster

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Makes a poster that reflects an outstanding understanding of the structural frame,

composition, and tonal qualities. Students have created a poster that is visually
engaging and successfully communicates and / or represents their chosen Global Issue
to the audience. Final chosen photograph/s are composed within the frame in a
sophisticated manner.

Outstanding

A

- Makes a poster that reflects a thorough understanding of the structural frame,
composition, and tonal qualities. Students have created a poster that is visually
engaging and communicates and / or represents their chosen Global Issue to the
audience. Final chosen photograph/s are composed within the frame in a considered
manner.

High

B

- Makes a poster that reflects a sound understanding of the structural frame,
composition, and tonal qualities. Students have created a poster that communicates
and / or represents their chosen Global Issue to the audience. Final chosen
photograph/s are composed within the frame.

Sound

C

- Makes a poster that reflects a basic understanding of the structural frame,
composition, and tonal qualities. Students have created a poster that communicates
and / or represents their chosen Global Issue to the audience. Final chosen
photograph/s are basic.

Basic

D

- Makes a poster that reflects a limited understanding of the structural frame,
composition, and tonal qualities. Students have created part of a poster that hardly
communicates and / or represents their chosen Global Issue to the audience. Final
chosen photograph/s are limited.

Limited

E
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part A Poster

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Selects appropriate procedures and techniques to make and refine outstanding

photographic works. Final Poster demonstrates a comprehensive understanding of all
the processes involved in the production of the images.

Outstanding

A
- Selects appropriate procedures and techniques to make and refine high quality

photographic works. Final Poster demonstrates a thorough understanding of all the
processes involved in the production of the images.

High

B
- Selects some appropriate procedures and techniques to make and refine quality

photographic works. Final Poster demonstrates some understanding of the processes
involved in the production of the images.

Sound

C
- Selects few appropriate procedures and techniques to make  photographic works.

Final Poster demonstrates a basic understanding of the processes involved in the
production of the images.

Basic

D
- Selects very few appropriate procedures and techniques to make and refine

photographic works.  Final Poster is limited and demonstrates a limited understanding
of the processes involved in the production of the images.

Limited

E
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part B Artist Case Study

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Comprehensive understanding of photography and photographs explored using the

frames to make different interpretations of photographic works. Considered, well
written responses, acknowledging art is interpreted in different ways.

Outstanding

A

- Thorough understanding of photography and photographs explored using the frames
to make different interpretations of photographic works. Strong, well-written
responses, acknowledging art is interpreted in different ways.

High

B

- Sound understanding of photography and photographs explored using the frames to
make different interpretations of photographic works. Written responses are
completed and begin to acknowledge that art is interpreted in different ways.

Sound

C

- Basic understanding of photography and photographs explored, some use of the
frames to make basic interpretations of photographic works. Written responses are
attempted.

Basic

D

- Limited understanding of photography and photographs explored that reflects a
superficial understanding, little to no use of the frames to make different
interpretations of photographic works. Written responses are not attempted or only
consist of limited words.

Limited

E
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MARKING GUIDELINES: Part C Workbook

Guideline Mark/Grade
- Photography activities and research demonstrate a comprehensive development of

all the processes involved in the production of the images. These processes are
comprehensively documented in workbook.

Outstanding

A
- Photography activities and research demonstrate a thorough development of all the

processes involved in the production of the images. These processes are thoroughly
documented in workbook.

High

B

- Photography activities and research demonstrate a sound development of all the
processes involved in the production of the images. These processes are documented
in workbook.

Sound

C
- Photography activities and research demonstrate a basic development of the

processes involved in the production of the images. Few processes are documented in
workbook.

Basic

D
- Photography activities and research demonstrate a limited development of the

processes involved in the production of the images. Very few to no processes are
documented in workbook.

Limited

E
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